
 

 

June 8, 2022 

 

Dear Offeror: 

 

ADDENDUM NUMBER 001 

SOLICITATION NUMBER: 358544 - Electrical Engineering Task-Based Support 

Hanford Mission Integration Solutions, LLC. (HMIS) hereby amends Solicitation No 358544. 

Solicitation:  

Questions and Answers 

Information regarding the submission of a proposal is contained in the Solicitation at Hanford Mission 

Integration Solutions. 

 

1. Q: SOW Section 1.2, Description of Work – General, states “Subcontractor resources shall be 

responsible for independently planning, organizing, and performing a wide variety of non-

hazardous specialized administrative/technical duties in support of the successful completion of 

goals and deliverables.” This implies task planning and administrative duties are required to 

support the tasks. SOW Section 7, Table 3 provides engineering/technical labor categories and 

does not provide labor categories for administrative, or project controls type personnel. Can 

additional labor categories be submitted? 

A: Yes, non-engineering labor categories that will support the execution of the subcontract may 

be added to the to your submission.  

2. Q: Exhibit 002 has an accompanying spreadsheet titled Fixed Price Rate Schedule. In that 

spreadsheet are item descriptions that do not seem to align with the work scope described in the 

SOW. Is the intent for us to fill out the table as it has been provided or has the table been 

provided as information only, to be filled out for future fixed price task releases after award? 

A: The tasks are not known yet and this is an example. In your proposal submission please submit 

your labor rate for firm fixed tasks. We understand you cannot provide proposed pricing for 

material items and other direct costs at this time. Please only submit the Labor hour Proposal 

Breakdown attachment and the Firm Fixed Price Proposal Breakdown with just the Labor Costs. 

The Fixed Price Rate Schedule does not need to be submitted.  

3. Do the resources need to be local or can they be remote as well, providing they meet the other 

licensing requirements? 

A: According to Section 3.1 of the SOW, periodic onsite work activities are expected, so the 

engineering resources are required to be local. Also reference, Task #4 (SOW Section 1.3) that 

describes tasking that would not be possible to execute without local resources.  

4. Can the NFPA 70E formal training required every three years (HAMMER 043870 or equivalent) 

and DOE-0359 Hanford Site Electrical Safety Program training (HAMMER 044482) be don’t 

after award or do the resources need to have the training prior to award? 
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A: NFPA 70E and DOE-0359 training can be completed after award, scheduled with BTR.  

 

Proposals are to be prepared in accordance with the instructions and conditions set forth herein.  Proposals 

are to be received by 2:00 P.M. on 06/16/2022. 

All questions are to be directed to the Contract Specialist.  All proposals are subject to the terms and 

conditions set forth herein.  Any exceptions, deviations, or omissions may be grounds for rejection of 

proposals submitted. 

 

HMIS looks forward to your response. 

Thank you, 

 
Contract Specialist 

Mari Clark  

(509) 376-0468 

Mari_b_clark@rl.gov  
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